Custom Indoor and Outdoor Signs - Vehicle Wraps - Trade Show Displays

Spark Signs & Graphics - Boosting Business
Spark Brands UPMC My Health@Work Kiosks.
UPMC recently introduced MyHealth
@Work Kiosk stations within certain
UPMC hospitals and Spark helped find a
solution to ensure brand consistency
across all of the kiosk locations. We
printed 6'x6' acrylic panels and stood them
off the wall behind each kiosk. We also
supplied wayfinding signage, posters in
frames, and literature racks, installing all
of them within tight deadlines.

Check out some of our other work from August.

Bossa Nova Robotics - Building Sign

PCG Capital - Lobby Sign

Bossa Nova Robotics recently moved into the
Leetsdale Industrial Park and had multiple
signage needs. We offered several solutions for
their main entrance sign and landed on placing a
new graphic on the existing panel (shown here).
We also provided directional signage within the
park, as well as window and door graphics.

PCG Capital has been busy updating their
downtown Pittsburgh office and we were happy
to fabricate and install this great lobby sign for
them. We used a brushed aluminum face with
acrylic backer and larger painted pieces of acrylic
to serve as the contrast to the brushed aluminum
look and the wood panel walls.

Chemistry - Wall Graphics

Workover Solutions - Building Sign

Chemistry, a top creative advertising agency with
offices in Pittsburgh and Atlanta, came to us with
an interesting wall graphic idea. We printed the
graphic on high quality 3M vinyl and plotted paint
drips and a pool of paint running down the wall to
the floor. This is certainly a cool, eye-catching
idea!

We worked with Workover Solutions, who
recently moved into the Chapman Westport
business park to fabricate a 5x10 illuminated pan
frame sign with push-thru acrylic. We also
provided front and back delivery door graphics as
well as park directory signage to ensure WOS
could easily be found within the complex.

CORE - Office Signage

The CORE Group, a food service sales agency in Pittsburgh, used Spark to install several signs, including
the rehabilitation of a post and panel sign, several hanging signs, window privacy film and delivery door
directional signage.

Connect with us.
Log on to our website to learn more about
the types of custom signs we create, or
stop by our showroom, from where we
serve the entire Pittsburgh
area.









